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1.0 SU101ARY	 OF POOR QUA,LPTY
The NASA-Ames Research Center 40 x 80 Foot Wind Tunnel was utiUrta d as
a principal test facility to evaluate the influence of inlet aeroacouatic de-
sign and other forward velocity-related effects on the inlet-radiated fan
noise of a small turbofan engine. Three inlet geometries were specifically
evaluated, with concentration on the influence of the circumferential static
pressure distortion aerodynamically induced as a result of the inlet design.
In addition, test environmental considerations were evaluated by performing
outdoor static tests using a turbulence control device and comparing these
acoustic measurements to those obtained in the wind tunnel. The effect of
the fan operating line on acoustic characteristics and the effectiveness of
a bulk absorber treatment design were also investigated.
The influence of the test environment on the fan-radiated tones was very
significant. Typical reductions of 10 to 15 dB in the first, second, and
third harmonics of the blade passage frequency (BPF) were measured upon uti-
lization of a turbulence control structure (TCS) for outdoor static testing
or testing in the wind tunnel at a forward velocity of 41 m/sec (135 ft/s).
The comparison of outdoor static with TCS and wind tunnel broadband acoustic
data indicated differences on the order of 1 to 3 dB at frequencies above 1
kHz. The cause of these differences may be related to dynamic effects,
c' angea in the turbulence spectrum interacting with the fan to produce
Hesse, or transmission effects through the TCS. The tonal directivities be-
tween wind tunnel and outdoor TCS testing were generally in fair agreement
in level, but shifts in the angular energy distribution were apparent. The
cause of these shifts may in part be due to forward velocity-related coordi-
nate- transformations. However, lip shape and inlet flow-field effects may
also be important contributing factors, and redirection of the sound field by
introduction of the TCS should not be discounted. In general, the tonal direc-
tivities were more lobular in the wind tunnel testing and had broader humps in
outdoor static (TCS) testing.
The treatment design evaluated was very effective in suppressing the
BPF tone at typical sideline angles. Narrowband suppvessions of up to 20 dB
were achieved in the tip speed range corresponding to a high flap approach.
This suppression translated into a rather modest 3- to 5-dB effect when
scaled and extrapolated to perceived noise level (PNL) values for an engine
four times the size of the JT15D used for the test program at an overhead
distance of 61 m (200 ft).
The fan operating line noise impact was evaluated during the test pro-
gram and broadband differences of 3 dB were shown over a wide engine speed
range by lowering the design operating line from a peak pressure ratio of 1.5
to a peak pressure ratio of 1.30 at the engine's maximum operatin6 speed of
16,000 rpm.
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The evaluation of the influence of circumferential static pressure dis-
tortion on inlet radiated noise was partially masked by the treatment effec-
tiveness previously denoted. Using an aerodynamically contoured inlet (i.e.,
curved inlet) to reduce the circumferential static pressure distortion pro-
duced using a canted inlet, the noise source mechanism was interpreted to be
diminished by up to 12 dB as implied from blade-mounted transducer (BMT)
results.
However, the far-field noise differences between the canted diffusing
treated inlet and curved diffusing treated inlet configurations indicated
differences of only 1 PNdB when scaled to an engine four times the size of 	 . 4
that used in the test program. A straight diffusing treated inlet configura-
tion that reduced the static pressure distortion (SPD) to 0.2% indicated
slight improvements on the order of 1 PNdB over the curved inlet (SPD ® 0.8%)
and 2 PNdB over the canted inlet (SPD : 2.3%) for simulated high-flap-approach
conditions. The differences measured previously (Reference 1) using nondif^-
fusing unureated inlets were as great as 7 PNdB between nondiffusing canted
and straight geometries at this engine speed, hence, the treatment effective-
neQs is largely* responsible for the 5 MA incremental difference.
2
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The inlet radiated noise of a turbofan engine has been the subject of
extensive research. The principal research objectives have been to charac-
terize or suppress such noise with particular regard to its tonal character-
istics. The major portion of this research has been conducted by using
ground-based static testing without simulation of aircraft forward speed or
aircraft installation-related aeroacoustic effects. Hence, wind tunnel test-
ing is a necessary and viable alternative to the conduct of expensive flight
test programs. The necessity of conducting flight-simulation research test
programs in this area is provided by the discra.pancies incurred when com-
paring static test noise data with that measured during turbofan flyovers..
However, in flight, the resolution of the details of the inlet-radiated tonal
noise component flight effects are masked by other aircraft or engine noise
sources. Therefore, the impact of flight effects on the inlet radiated noise
characteristics and their interdependence on inlet design features should be
accomplished in the simulated flight environment provided by a wind tunnel.
Previous test experience (Reference 1) demonstrated that the NASA-Ames
Research Center (ARC) 40 by 80 Foot Wind Tunnel (40 x 80) offered an excel-
lent facility for performing controlled aeroacoustic tests. ARC provided a
21-inch fan diameter, 3.3 bypass ratio turbofan engine to perform this inlet-
radiated noise research program.
The inlet designs selected for aeroacoustic evaluation were based on
the data obtained under the previous test experience (Reference 1). The re-
sults of the earlier program demonstrated that the downward canting of a
turbofan engine inlet produces a significant noise radiation impact over an
engine speed range that coincides with a high-flap landing approach condi-
tion. Prior results were measured on inlets of a cylindrical hard-wall geom-
etry. In this current test program, inlets of a diffusing nature were tested.
The inlets tested were designed to be representative of those currently in-
stalled on commercial turbofan engines and in fleet service at this time.
Three specific designs were chosen for evaluation: a straight diffusing
inlet, a canted diffusing inlet, and a curved diffusing inlet. These inlets
were aerodynamically contoured to achieve various levels of static pressure
distortion at the fan face. This parameter was anticipated to be the noise
impact mechanism which caused the increased noise levels at the simulated
high approach test condition as discussed in Reference 2.
The inlet aeroacoustic testing included the effects of inlet diffusion,
inlet acoustic treatment, fan operating line, and a comparative assessment
to static outdoor test measurements made with an inlet lip shape designed
to match the inlet ' s internal aerodynamics of the wind tunnel installation.
The outdoor testing was accomplished using a turbulence control device to
achieve a turbulence structure more representative of that incurred during
the wind tunnel evaluation.
3
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Section 3.0 contains a summary of the tests and data reduction proce -
dures along with a description of the test facilities, turbofan engine,
inlets, instrumentation, and test setup.
Section 4.0 consists of a description of the data analysis techniques
and a discussion of the results.
Section 5.0 cpmpl:tes the report by summarizing the results in terms of
conclusions and recommendations.
V
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3.0 TEST DESCRIPTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
3:1 TEST FACILITIES
3.1.1 NASA-ARC 40 by 80 Foot Wind Tunnel
The simulated-flight tests were conducted in the Large-Scale Aerodynamics
Branch 40 by 80 Foot Wind Tunnel (40 x 80) at the Ames Research Center (SRC).
A plan-view sketch of the 40 by 80 is shown in Figure 1. This facility has the
capability, with an engine installed in the test section, to simulate flight
speeds up to 91 m/s (300 ft/s). However, due to the fact that the wind tunnel
is a closed-circuit facility, operation of an engine with the wind off circu-
lates airflow around the circuit creating a minimum forward velocity range of
4 m/s (13.5 ft/s) to 8 m/s (26.3 ft/s), depending on the fact airflow. The
wind-off operation provided quasi-static conditions of a low speed flow across
the test section.
The use of the 40 by 80 for previous acoustic testing was significantly
enhanced by lining the floor and part of the walls of the test section with
a 7.62-cm (3-inch) layer of polyurethane foam. The foam mat virtually re-
moved reverberant reflections from the noise data at all frequencies above
500 Hz. To ensure consistency in the noise measurements, the same foam was
.-	 L 	 Lion	 .7 h
	 o during outdoorplaced on the ground De^GF+f'eCFi tti8 ntiCPvpuvue aitu ti ►c engine ,.^ ..F, C1 
static tests.
3.1.2 NASA-ARC Outdoor Test Stand
Outdoor static tests were performed on the NASA-ARC large-scale aero-
dynamics test stand. These tests were conducted during early morning hours
to take advantage of calm wind conditions and to avoid background noise con-
tamination frota an a(,tive runway adjacent to the test site. A plan-view
sketch of the test stand is shown in Figure 2. The operations, which in-
clude the engine operator's console and data acquisition systems, are housed
underground co provide a reflection-free test-bed for acoustic measurements.
3.2 TEST VEHICLE
3.2.1 JT15D Turbofan Engine
The test vehicle supplied by ARC was a modified JT15D turbofan engine; a
cross section is shown in Figure 3. The physical and aerodynamic parameters
for the modified JT15D engine are listed in Table 1. The JT15D is a moderate
bypass ratio engine with a single-stage, supersonic tip speed fan. With re-
gard to forward radiated fan noise, the JT15D has many of the design features
incorporated into the approximately four-times-larger modern turbofan engines
in commercial service. Features such as the absence of inlet guide vanes
5
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Six 12.2 m (40 ft) Diameter Fans
iGDL pl:l-L1Vll
Top View
ds	 24.4 m (80 ft)
12.2 ft(40 ft) R —	 12.2 m (40 ft)
Section A-A
Flow 0
F	 _T 24.4 m (80 £t)
Side View
Figure 1. NASA-ARC 40 by 80 Wind Tunnel.
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Figure 2. NASA-ARC Test Stand.
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Table 1. Modified JT15D Parameters.
-	 Fan Pressure Ratio 1.5
Bypass Ratio
r
3.3
Hub/Tip Ratio 0.405
Rotor Diameter,
	 cm (in.) 53 (21)
.	 Maximum Fan, rpm 16,000
Rotor Blades 28
k
I	 Bypass Stator Vanes
P
66
Core Stator Vanes 71
t	 Bypass Vane/Blade Ratio 2.36
Core Vane/Blade Ratio 2.54
Bypass Rotor/Stator Spacing 1.65
Core Rotor/Stator Spacing 0.85
(IGV's), large spacing between the fan blades and outlet guide vanes (OGV's),
and at least twice as many OGV's as fan blades are common design features be-
tween the JT15D and the CF6, JT9D, and RB211 turbofan engines. The engine
utilized for this series of tests was modified by ARC as a result of the re-
search of Hodder (Reference 3). The inlet temperature sensor was made flush
with the wall in order to eliminate the tone noise from the interaction of its
wake with the fan blades. Also, the number of core stator vanes was increased
and spaced further downstream from the fan to diminish the impact of the fan
`
	
	
blade wakes impinging on the vanes. The increase in core vane number produced
a cutoff of tonal noise generated from this interaction.
3.2.2 Nacelle, Nozzle, and Mounting ,Assembly
The JT15D engine used during the advanced inlet testing was housed in a
special quiet nacelle designed by ARC engineers. The nacelle was completely
lined with sound-absorbent material to minimize the radiation of engine casing
noise to the forward quadrant. Also designed by ARC engineers was a new co-
annular nozzle system for the JT15D. The new fan nozzle included a larger
exit area to provide more flow to accommodate the operating line studies and
had both walls lined with acoustic treatment to suppress the aft radiated fan
noise. The JT15D, with its nacelle and nozzle system, is shown in cross sec-
9
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tion in Figure 4, and the complete assembly is shown on the mount in Figure 5.
The mount is a leaned strut that supports the engine assembly 4.6 m (15
ft) over the wind tunnel floor as shown by the photo in Figure 6. The strut
carries all the plumbing and instrumentation lines to the engine assembly and
is fastened to a turntable. The axis of rotation is through the fan face
which allows angle of attack to be accomplished by rotating the engine assem-
bly about this vertical axis without changing the distances from the fan face
to the noise measurement field. The engine assembly and its mount were in-
stalled on a nonrotating frame at the outdoor test stand to duplicate the
wind tunnel setup during outdoor static testing.
3.3 INLET CONFIGURATIONS
The new inlet hardware tested in this program was fabricated under
the supervision of the General Electric Co. The aerodynamic and mechanical
designs were provided by General Electric, as was the acoustic treatment de-
sign. The inlets were selected to be representative of conventional commer-
cial engines, apart from advanced aerodynamic concepts and advanced acoustic
treatment designs. The aerodynamic design points for all inlets are listed
in Table 2. The throat Mach number listed for each inlet is the one-dimen-
sional calculation based on airflow and physical area. The acoustic design
goals for the program were to achieve maximum perceived noise level (PNT.L)
suppression when scaled to larger turbofan engines typical of those on modern
commercial aircraft. There was also a goal to design as much of the hardware
as possible to be common between the inlets, with configuration changes capa-
ble of being made simply and efficiently.
Modified Core Stator	 Fan-Exhaust Acoustic Treatment
Figure 4. Modified `NASA Test Engine Installed in the Quiet Nacelle.
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40 by 80
Figure 5. JT15D/Quiet Nacelle and Mount Assembly Schematic.
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Figure 6. Photo of Engine Support Assembly.
Table 2. Inlet Design Parameters.
Baseline Diffusing
Vo , m/s	 (ft/s) 82	 (270) 62	 (270)
a, degrees 15 15
w, kg/s
	
(lb/s) 34	 (75) 32.9	 (73)
Mth 0.40 0.59
VT , m/s	 (ft/s) 405	 (133u) 405 (1400)
IN C) rpm 14,520 16,000
L/D 1.01 0.70
L/D Treated --- U.38
z
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3.3.1 Baseline Cylindrical inlet
The baseline inlet is cylindrical in shape with a length-to-diameter
ratio of 1.01. The inlet attaches to the JT15D fan casing with four drag
links which compress a rubber seal around the circumference to ensure no
leaks in the flowpath at the interface.
The baseline inlet was tested in the previous series of tests reported
in Reference 1 and was retested in a similar wind tunnel configuration in
order to provide a common data link between the two test programs.
3.3,2 Straight Diffusing Inlet
The straight diffusing inlet has a diffusion rate consistent with de-
signs found in commercial service. The fan area to throat area ratio is 1.26
with a length-to-diameter ratio of 0.70. A schematic comparison of the base-
line inlet and the straight diffusing inlet is shown in Figure 7(a)„
The straight diffusing inlet is equipped with a flight lip for wind tun-
nel testing and a reverse cone aeroacoustic lip for outdoor static testing.
A schematic of the two configurations is presented in Figure 8. The reverse
cone outdoor configuration is designed to mate to the turbulence control
screen (TCS) device which is utilized in the outdoor testing. A schematic
of the TOS installed on the reverse cone is displayed in Figure 9,
The straight diffusing inlet is acousticAlly treated as shown in Figure
10(a). The treatment is a bulk absorber Kevlar material having a thickness of
0.09 inches which is compressed to 0.05 inches on installation. The Kevlar
is coveted with an aluminum 28% porosity faceplate of 0.025 inch thickness
and pocketed in 1.75 inch cavities as indicated in Figure 10(b).
The attachment of the straight diffusing inlet to the fan casing is
similar to the baseline inlet configuration. Any imperfections in the making
of the inlet hardware to the fan casing were smoothed over by using an RTV
compound to ensure the flow field was as aerodynamically clean as possible
when entering the fan.
3.3.3 Canted Diffusing Inlet
The canted diffusing inlet is designed to simulate the 5° canting of
typical commercial aircraft engine inlets. This inlet's diffusing section
is common hardware to the straight diffusing inlet, with the canting accom-
ilished by inserting a canted ring between the diffusing section and the fan
casing. The canted ring replaces a straight cylindrical ring used in straight
diffusing inlet cases so that the average overall length of the two inlets is
identical. The canting ring aerodynamically realigns the flowpath between
the 5° canting diffuser and the axial fan assembly. The upper surface of the
I
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(a) Baseline Cylindrical (Upper) and
Straight D;. iusiRg kLow^ r) Inlets
(b) Canted Inlet
	 (c) Curved Inlet
Figure 7. Schematic of Wind Tunnel. Inlets Tested.
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Figure 8. Schematic of Wind Tunnel (Upper) and Outdoor Test (Lower)
Configurations.
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Kevlar (1 ply) ORIGINAL PAGE ISnr DOOR QUALITY
0.127 cm
(0.05 in.)	 28% Open Facesheet
0.051 cm (0.020 in.) Thickness
0.089 cm (0.035 in.) Hole Diameter
(a) Axial Treswent Deployment
4.45 cm (1.15 in.) Typical
4.45 cm (1.75 in.) Typical
ULJ^JI'^U
(b) Projection of Treatment Deployment
Figure 10. Inlet Treatment Details.
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canting ring is intrinsically a portion of the spherical surface, while the
buttom portion is intrinsically a cylinder.
	
For this reason, the fabrication
of this piece was accomplished using three-dimensional numeric-controlled
machinery.
The canted diffusing inlet is schematically displayed in Figure 1(b).
The attachment of inlet hardware to the engine was performed in a similar man-
ner to the straight diffusing inlet for both wind tunnel and outdoor static
tests.
3.3.4 Curved Diffusing Inlet
The design for the curved diffusing inlet is a new concept resulting
from prior NASA-ARC testing. This inlet's throat is effectively oriented at
5° to the fan axial centerline. The entire diffusing section is utilized to
turn the aerodyanmic flowpath back to parallel with the engine tan face
centerline. The additional Lurning length allows flow alignment to be done
more effectively, reducing circumferential static pressure distortion. The
design was accomplished via a computer code of the GE Installed Performance
Group entitled the "Stream Tube Curvature (STC) Program."
The curved diffusing inlet was treated in a manner similar to the
straight diffusing inlet. Its attachment in wind tunnel and outdoor con-
figurations was similar to the other inlet configurations. The rrlet uti-
lized the save flight lip as the othe- diffusing inlets for wind tunnel test-
ing (schematically shown in Figure 7(c)).
3.4 TEST SETUP
3.4.1 Wind Tunnel Tests
The test vehicle was mounted during the wind tunnel tests by bolting
the support strut to a turntable located in the center if the 40 by 80 test
section. The engine centerline was 4.6 m (15 ft) above the wind tunnel floor
with the turntable capable of yawing the test vehicle up to 4U' for angle-
of-attack operation. The floor and part of ttie walls were covered with foam
to minimize reflection i nterference in the noise data. Noise measurements
were made using a traversing microphone that covered angles from -5' to 138°
on a 3.1 -m (12-ft) arc.	 In addition, fixed microphones on a 4.5-m (14.5 -ft)
arc relative to the fan plane were located 30', 50', 60', 70', 90', and 110'
relative to the tunnel centerline. A schematic of the test setup is shown in
Figure 11 with a photograph overview in Figure 12. Two other photographs
showing the test setup are presented in Figures 13 and 14.
3.4.2 Outdoor Static Tests
The test vehicle was mounted during the outdoor static tests by bolting
the support strut to a support frame located in the southwest corner of the
18
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A - -45'
3.7 -o (12 ft) Arc
30'
e - 135°
50.
Eo'
70'
90'
Figure 11. Test Setup for Wind Tunnel and Outdoor
Static Tests.
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Figure 13. rrontal View ut Microphune Deployment,
figure iv. Aft View of Microphone Deployment
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test area (see Figure 2). The engine centerline was 4.6 m (15 ft) above the
ground and pointed in a northerly direction. The noise measurements were
made at the same arc and fixed locations as those used in the wind tunnel
tests. To minimize ground reflection interference in the noise measurements,
large pieces of the wind tunnel foam were used to covet the ground under the
engine and microphones. Two photographs of the test setup are presented in
Figures 15 and 16.
3.5 INSTRUMENTATION
3.5.1 External Noise
All external noise measurements were made with BbK microphones. During
all tests she microphones used were 0.64 cm (0.25 in.) BSK 4135's with BSK
UA0385 nose cones attached. By using the same microphone/nose cone configura-
tion for both outdoor static and wind tunnel tests, direct comparisons of the
data can be made. However, B&K provides correction curves for noise arriving
at the microphone at incidence angles from 0 * to 180 * and for the presence of
nose cones. These curves were used to correct all the 1/3-octave-band data
so that absolute sound pressure levels could be determined.
During the outdoor static and wind tunnel tests the fixed microphones
were oriented pointing forward parallel to the engine centerline or wind tun-
nel centerline. The circular traversing microphone used during the tests was
attached to a movable vane that kept the microphone pointed upstream during
forward speed testing in the wind tunnel. However, during quasi-static wind
tunnel and outdoor static testing, the vane was locked so that the microphone
pointed towac•d the engine at :11 angles. Photos of the microphone setup are
presented in Figl:ces 11, 17, and 18 for wind tunnel, outdoor, and TCS tests.
3.5.2 Internal Noise
Internal noise measurements were made on the diffuser walls of each in-
let with Kulite (XTMS-1-190-25D) pr..ssure transducers during all outdoor
static and wind tunnel testing. The transducers have a 0.32-cm (0.125-in.)
pressure sensitive diaphragm mounted in the end of a 10/32 threaded bolt.
Each inlet was provided with threaded holes through its diffuser walls which
enabled the transducers to be installed with the diaphragms flush with the
inner surface. The locations of the transducers for each of the inlets are
given in Table 3. Since the transducers were removable, the same sensors
were used at the same relative location in.each inlet to minimize data er-
rors, except for replacement due to instrumentation fatality during the test
program.
3.5.3 Aerudynamic Performance
Static pressure distributions along the surfaces of each inlet at various
circumferential positions were an essential part of the data acquired for each
r	 22
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Figure 15. Photo of Outdoor Support Assembly.
Figure 16. PhoL., of TCS i;,stallation.
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Figure 17. Photo of Outdoor Microphone Deployment.
Figure 18. Photo of TCS and Instrumented
Sound Field.
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Table * Rulite Locations (Van Ca ging Reference X x 8).
k .
r%
Transducer
No.
Straight Diffusing inlet
(Canted Dif usin	 inlet) Curved Diffusin	 xt^let
Aegrees .. «aches .. IDsrs.ees Inches ... .
1 0 -2.800 -2.800
2 90 -X2.800 i 90 *20090
8 180 -2.800 ISO -2.800
4 270 -2,800 270 -2.620
5 0 -10.750 0 ^ •Q •750
6 90 -10.750 90 -11.507
7 180 -10.750 180 -10.750
*900 x Upper Surface	 1
In addition, eight static pressure raps, mounted circumforen-F test c^oTidxtion.	 ^
tial.ly 2.65 inches ahead of the fan race were closely monitored in-line during.
the testing. The static pressure tap locations for each of the inlets ore 	 fl
tabulated in Table 4.
The d' 15D fan pressure ratio was also of central concern during fan noise	 E
testing. The fan operating line eras monitored during the wind tunnel testing
utilizing a set of three NASA-supplied 6-headed total pressure rakes installed
in the bypass duct.
3.5.4 Blade/Vane-Mounted Transducers
A special blade/vane-mounted instrumentation package on loan from the
NASA-Lewis Research Center and operated by NASA-Langley Research Center per- 	 p
sonnel was provided for the test series. The locations and installation
details of these transducers are shown in Figures 19 and 20. A morn detailed(
discussion of this instrumentation can be found in References 4 and 5. 	 ^?
In general, the transducer system was a. set of 14 Kul,ites - 8 blade-
mounted and 6 vane-mounted. The blade-mounted transducers `(BHT) were acti-
vated by a light switch, and information was telemetsred to a receiving an-
tenna mounted axially in the wall of the inlet:. A schematic o^ the system
installation details is also provided in Figure 19+
{
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Straight Wanted)
Zama." i"ier	 t. ki faktmr
0 -2,65 0 -2.65
45 -2.65 90 -2,839
90 -2.65 ISO -2.65
135 -2.65 270 -2,469
180 -2,65 270 -3.720
225 -2.65 274 -4,928
270 -2.65 274 •6.135
315 -2065 0 *646
270 •4,0 90 -7.055
270 -5.3 180 -666
270 -6.6 ..... --..
90 -6.6 •-- ---
270 -7,6 270 -7,071
270 -8, 6 270 -8000
270 -9.6 270 -9.931
0 -9.6 0 -9,6
90 -9.6 90 -10,269
180 -9.6 180 -946
270 -10.3 270 -9.583
270 -10,9 270 -10.138
0 -1009 0 -10.9
90 -14.9 90 -11,657
180
-10.9 180 -10.9
270 -11.45 270 -14,649
Flight Lip Aerottaoustfc Lip
8 X 8 x
270 -12.0 210 -12.0
90 -12.0 90 -12.0
270 -12.4 270 -12.4
270 -12,8 270 -12.8
0 -12.8 0 -12,8
90 -12,8 90 -12,8
180 -12.8 180 -12.8
270 -13.2 210 -13.2
270 -14.1 274 -13,9
270 -14.7 270 -14.8
274 -11 1 270 ' -16.2
270 -13.2
8xt^^nn1
270 -16.79
270
-12.4 270 -16.1
270 -11.5 270 -14,1
GJ
i N
2
3
4
6
8
0
	
4
	
-0.72
	
45
	
•0.72
	
90
	
-0.72
	
135
	
-0.72
-0.72
-0.72
	
270
	
-0.72
	
315
	
-0.72
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Figure 20. Photo of BMT Installation.
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*Vo - 0 implies minimum tunnel velocity,
Run inlet Lip Treatment a V * (knots) Tout Points overat ing., Line
I Curved Flight Yea of 01 40 Check-out Upper
2 Curved Flight Yes of 0, 80 12 Upper
3 Curved Flight Yes 0', 5' 0, 60 13 Lower
4 Straight Flight No 0' 01 80 12 mower
5 Straight Flight Yes 04, 5" 01 80 14 Lower
6 Canted Flight Yes of 0, 80 G Lower
7 Canted Flight Yes 00, 5' 0, 80 10 Laser
8 Baseline Flight No of 01 s0 9 Upper
9 Baseline Flight No 0' 0, 80 9 Lower
.V
otJIGI ALnor
3.5.5 Hot palm Probe
During the outdoor static test program ) a single hot film probe, TSl
Model. 1054A t, was inserted at a station approximately x.54 om (1.0 gin.) up"
stream of the fan rotor. Tests very conducted with this probe to measure
axial turbulence parameters with and without the turbulence control device
installed to determine its impact on the flaw impinging onto the fan. Three
radial immersions were tested coincident with the BMT radial locations of 0.251
0.75, and 2.0 inches. 3ubsonics transonio, and supersonic fan tip speeds were
investigated with this hot filet instrumentation,
3.	 U57Ul'^b'^A11 iL
3.6.1 Wind _Tunnel Tests
Thewind tunnel testes were conducted in the 40 % 30 during the period of
1S March 1930 to 22 March 1930. A summary of the 0-data­ point test grogram
is contained in Table S. The primary objectives of the program were to obtain
a complete characterization of the ,inlets tested, both aerodynamically and
acoustically. The tests ware conducted over the entire operating range o
the JT15D engine; however, an emphasis was placed on the high subsonic fan
tip speed region of 11 2300 to 12,320 rpm.
Table 6. Run Log - Wind Tunnel Test.
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For each noise data point, the fan corrected speed was set based on ero-
acoustic considerations and allowed to stabilize. All amplifier gain settings
were optimized for internal and external noise measurements and then at least
30 seconds of internal dynamic date, was tape regarded with the traversing
microphone in the 100° position. An aerodynamic data sample was computer
printed during this recording time. The traverse microphone sweep was then
initiated and the recorders raa continuously for the approximate 4 minutes
required to complete the graverse.
3.6.2 OUTDOOR STATXC TESTS
The outdoor static tests were conducted at the test stand during the
period 23 April 1980 to 1 Xay 1980. Complete summaries 
of 
the tests are corgi-
tained in Table 6 which includes the details of the 65-data-poln4 toot pro-
gram. The objectives of the outdoor static tests were, first, to compare the
engine's aeroacoustic perZor=nce with the production exhaust configuration to
that produced by modifying the quiet naeoll o engine to the production ran oper-
ating lane. The other objectives were to operationally check out the turbu-
lence control structure's aeroac+roustic performs.-no and Obtain noise data for
comparisons with the wind tunnel noise data.
Table 6. Run Dog w Outdoor Static Test.
Run inlet Li pt Treatment Test points gpermtin	 line
1 Straight Reverse Cone 10 Design
2 Straight RC/TCS No 10 Design
3 Straight RC/TCS No 10 Upper
4 Straight RC/TCS No 10 Dower
5 Canted RC/TCS Yes 10 Upper
6 Curved RC/TCS No 5 'Upper
7 Curved RC/TCS Yes 10 Upper.
S Curved RC/TCS Yea 12 Upper
Curved RC/TCS Yes 12 Upper
*Deno +.ted as RC in other runs.
I'TCS implies Turbulence Control Structure.
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For each noise data point the ghn corrected speed was set based on throat
Mach number ) if applicable, and allowed to stabilize. All amplifier gains set-
tings were optimized for the internal/external noise measurements and then At
least 30 seconds of data were tape renovrlad. During traverse operation of each
outdoor static test, the recorders rats continuously for the. 3 to 4 minutes
required to complete the traverse. To ninimize errors in data reduction the
traverse microphone amplifier gain settings) which were preestablished based
on peak, overall noise levels, were not changed during data acquisition.
3.7 DATA MDUCTXON
The reduction and processing of test data were shared by NASSIk And Genera
Electries $toady-state aerodynamic performance data for the inlets and the
test facilities was calculated on-limn by the NASA computers. Data editing
and correcting were performed by GE and NASA engineers, and the final computed
results veto supplied by NASA posttest to OB. The external/intarnal noise mea-
surements were monitorQd ors-line during the tests by GE personnel to ensure
signal validity. posttest noise data reduction and processing were accomp-
lished at the GB facilities.
3.7.1 Aerodynamic Performance Data
As part of the pretest effort, Gg engineers conducted a compressible flow
analysis of the inlets. This analysis determined the relationships betweon
the airflow rate, the surface pressure distribution, and the throat Mach num-
ber for each inlet at outdoor static and wind tunnel test conditions. The
results of this analysis were incorporated into the on-line aerodynamic per-
formance computer program used for 411 wind tunnel testing. This program
computed throat Mach number for all zero angle-of-attack test points using
selected wall static pressures from each inlet. The computer program also
computed the average tonal pressure distortion and the area-weighted average
total pressure for all test points. These computer programs were a valuable
asset to the wind tunnel testing because preliminary results were available
onwline for each test point and final checked results were available at the
completion of the tests.
3.7.2 Traverse Microphone Data
The 3.7 rat (12 ft) are microphone data from the wind tunnel and outdoor
static tests were reduced to 1/3-octave-band spectra from 400 I3x to 16,000 Hz
by special techniques developed to process moving microphone data. While the
traverse is moving, narrowband spectra are being continuously computed with
an angular spacing that depends on the number of spectral averages. The num-
ber used was 0.2 seconds which provides the smallest angular resolution, be-
tween spectra on the 3.7 m (12 ft) arc, yet keeps the statistical errors	 j
below "+1 dB in the sound pressure levels. For each data point, the narrow-
band spectra are computed every 1.5° around the are and then converted to 1/3-
	 ]
octave-band spectra that are corrected to ,standard day conditions, 	 Jt{
i
To verify the traverse microphone data reduction technique, the data, ac-
quired with the traverse was compared to faxed microphone data at selected
angles at the same test condition:. Typical comparisons of the spectra com-
puted from fixed microphone data reduction to spectra computed from traverse
microphone data reduction are shown in Figure 21* The baseline inlet was
used because it changes more with frequency and angle than data from the other
inlets and, there gare, presents a tougher test case. for comparison: of the meth-
ods, Those comparisons, obtained from Reference 1, indicate that the traverse
microphone data reduction method provides spectrum levels within :.k2 dl31o
thcae computed by conventional fixed microphone techniques. In addition, t=.-
veru a microphone data have an advantage over fixed microphone data in that to
errors exist due to calibrativa and recovering data from several microphones.
3.7.3 Fixed. Macro hone/Internal Noise Data
Selected fixed microphone and internal noise data from the outdoor static
and the wind tunnel, tests were reduced to 25 H narrowb,and spectra groin 0 to
20,000 Hz using digital fast Fourier transform techniques. A 4.0-second: aver-
age time was used which results in a 90% confidence that errors are less than
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Figure 21. Verification of 'traverse-Microphone	 ^€	 #
Data Reduction.
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4. 1 ANALY .S .11 8 TECHNIQUES
The techniques used to analyze acoustic data from the outdoor static and
wind tunnel tests use 25-11z narrowband and 1/3-octave-band formats. The 1/3"
octave-band format is used to detect system noise differences, whereas the
25 HZ narrowband format can disbiugi^tsh componential noise differences in
greater detail. In addition, the directivity of fan blade passage frequency
(M) is analyzedvia a narrowband tracking filter in order to reveal ,add!-
tional details of this important element of the inlet radiated fan noise.
The reduction of the wind tunnel test data involves several steps. The
initial step is to transform the coordinate system to account for the forward
wind velocity effects. The next steps are to correct the narrowband stored
spectra obtained at 1.5° increments on the 12 foot arc for wind tunnel. back-
ground and system response effects. These stored ,spectra are then; averaged
at 10° incremental locations (i. e., the stored spectra between 47° and 53° are
used to determine the 50° averaged spectrum). The 10° increment spectra are
corrected for atmospheric attenuation, reconstituted to 1/3-octave bands,
scaled to a large turbofan engine size, and extrapolated to a 61-m (200-ft)
overhead condition. The 1 f'^,,.n^.tave.. an able tom... ..^,r next ve t_ a and,...^. 	...n^.u.... -b^^.^ ^k+6^.".irL"CL c4kC 1^k4'7G^+^ IYY.e^.^t7.1^'«L'CL a11Q 811mme
to obtain overall sound pressure level (DASPL) and perceived noise level. (M)
at the arc angles from 10° to 130° in 10' increments. Tabulated 1J3-octave-
band information was transmitted to NASA ARC. Atmospheric corrections were made
on the basis of References 6.
4.1.1 Wind Tunnel/Static Transformation
The relationship between acoustic pressure and angle in the far field for
static and wind tunnel situations can be expressed (as in Reference 7) by
Equations 1 and 2 with reference to Figure 22.
The transformations of Equations l and 2 allow for the wind tunnel data
to be adjusted for comparison to outdoor static resultso It should be noted,
however, that a simulated flyover calculation would utilize the static angle
^ as opposed to the wind tunnel angle ^, and would adjust the static results
for forward velocity. The forward velocity adjustments would include two fea-
tures -- a doppler shift and a "dynamic effect." It is concluded that the
wand tunnel data has no doppler shift; however, it possesses the dynamic-
effect correction as a result of the wavelength contraction imposed due to
the variation in the speed of sound identical to the variation in wavelength
induced by frequency changes for the flight case. Thus, wind tunnel testing
provides a basis for assessments of the dynamic effect corrections made for
simulated flyover calculations. This affect is not accounted for in Equation
2. Another effect not accounted for in the transformations of Equations 1
and 2 is sound propagation effects through the velocity gradients near the
engine inlet
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4.1.2	 Wind Tunnel Background Noise
A plot of the typical wind tunnel background noise spectrum at two loa4-
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tunnel background noise interfere withthe JT15D noise  measurementst	 Since j
this program: was principally concerned with the higher frequency inlet: radiw
t	 ated noise, this low frequency masking presented minimal limitations to the
conduct of the testing.
9
Since the wind g unnel background was fairly, constant with ,angle, an angu.: ILarly averaged narrowband background spectra was logarithmically siabtract:ed
from the narrowb and noise 'itf6^P2i y `Yf k4nrar+ it c.O/4 MMM 344 M7-^ ^
fftl^
4.1.3	 Large-Scale Turbogan Noise
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The projection of the JT15D results obtained under this test program to
A Large-scale tturbof4n engine was a desirable objective.	 A scaling factor of
four was selected to simulate a 2..1--m (7.0-ft) fan diameter representative of
the size currently found in commercial operation.	 The scaling procedure to
accomplish this obj ective is outlined in the following;
Correct" the 12 ft data for atmsopheri:c absorption to a 0.3-m
(1.0-ft) reference. ^k
Correct~ the 12 ft are data for spherical divergence to a 0.3 -gym,
(1.0-ft) reference,
a	 ^^
Increase 1/3--octave-band sound pressure Levels (SPL) by a factor of
12 dB, equivalent to an airflow increase of 16 which is ptoporti.onal
to the scale diameter squared,
0	 Prequenay-adjust the 1f3-oct4ve-'band SPL's by a scaling ratio that
will ensure a constant Stvouhal somber.
t
0	 Extrapolate the sealed source data to a distance of 61 tit (200 ft),
t,
s
I ^^
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Adjust the sealed 1/3-octave-band array for standard day atmospheric
attenuation and spherical divergence sideline corrections at 101
increments.
The scaled and extrapolated spectra are appropriately weighted to
obtain power levels and at each 10° increment are summed to obtain
QASVL and PNL.
4.1.4 Normalized Narrowband Difrf:erenain
Me spectral difference in noise level between two configurations can
best be determined by diroat dilfarencing of the 25 Hz narrowband spootruxt
measured at identical far--2iald locations. This procedure can produce some
peculiar results if the tonal components do not align, To alleviate this
problem the sampling rate, which is used to convert the analog noise signal
recorded on magnetic gape to a digital number stream for conversion into the
frequency domain j, needs to be normalized. For example, if; the BPF occurs at
a frequency of $600 Hz in one configuration and a frequency of 5625 Hz in a
second configuration, then by sampling the data from the second configuration
at u reduced sampling rate, the tonal component may be repositioned into the
same spectral band. As a result of this normalization process, the two narp
ro b ;nd spectral coraponenbs may be difrl;erenced directly. Performing this
normalization does not impact the broadband energy distribution significantly,
since the two configuration speed points being dU> erenced were run at the
same corrected speed to effectively normalize any aerodynamic ,differences.
The utilization of this narrowband differencing process required data. of
high statistical accuracy. Consequently, when this technique was utilized
each narrowband spectrum was the result of 100 averages of a 2048-point data
sample. This allowed the analysis to produce a.907 confidence level, that the
narrowband spectra were within +0.5 0 ofthe true level. A frequency
smoothing and segment-averaging technique as discussed in Reference 8 was
utilized.	 c
4.1.5 Blade-Mounted Transducer UMT) Anal sit	 j
The pressure measured on a BHT is composed of: periodic and random signal
variations. To segregate the periodic contribution to this signal., a tech-
ni,que called Signal Enhancement is utilized. The pressure signal is analog
to digitally converted at a rate of 360 times per revolution, triggered from
an optical blade sensor (refer to Reference 4). The enhanced waveform is
then computed by averaging the records of 500 revolutions in order to obtain
the mean pressure at each degree. The Fourier transform of this signal
shows which harmonics of the circumferential periodic distortion are most
dominant.
4.2 FAM/INTLEET AERODYNAMIC RSRPORMANC
The fan/inlet aerodynamic performance was an important element in the
aeroacoust.c measurement program. Prior to a detailed discussion of inlet
acoustic performance, a summary of inlet aerodynamic performance is given.
3S	 '
Table 7. Inlet Test pammoter.s,
rpm to/a	 (f:t/s)
Nth
Strai ght
Nth
Canted
Nth
Curved; PR
. :.
u)
10,600 293 (962) 0.360 04360 0.357 24+7 (54.3) 1.128
10 0300 302 (990) 0.370 0.371 00370 2503 {55.6) 16137
11,300 315 (1035) 0.392 0.392 0.392 26.7 (58«3) 14147
11 1 500 321 (1054) 0.400 0.400 0.400 27.0 (594) 1.154
11,800 329 (1081) 0.413 0.414 0,412 27.7 (60.9) 1.164
12,000 335 (1100) 0.420 0.421 0.421 28.1 (61.0) 1,173
12,300 344 (1127) 0.436 0.435 0.436 234 (63.5) 1.182
12,500 349 (1145) 0,444 0.4+43 29.3 (64.5) 1.187
12,800 358 (1173)- 0.459 01459 0.459 300 (66.1) 1.194
13,500 377 (1237) 0.492 0.493 0.494 31,7 (69.8) 1.216
14,$00 405 (1329)	 '' 0.543 0.545 0.545 34.0 (74#7) 1,252
15,000 419 (1375) ..• 0.570 1 35.3 (77.6) 11,268 r
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The fan operating line characteristic was an important consideration
in this.G acoust ;o measuremnt program. utilizing the data measured by the
NASA-supplied bypass duct pressure vaz ,es and the results- of the NASA,/ARC-
generated computer pro8ram, the two operating lines on whlah the fan per-
formed were mapped as shown in Figure 24.
The auccess with which the NASA/ARC JT15D fan exhaust nozzle area was
modified to match the JT15A fan design operating line is indicate4 in
Figure 25. product on-nozzlo data were obtained- outdoors in the test con-
urat on shown .n` gura . The m a ma. Impact of the T S sn operati
line characteristics is illustrated in Figure 25
4.2.2 Inlet Throat Mach Number Determination
The inset throat Mach number was computed can-line during th wind tunnal
tests by means of the computer programs provided by NASA/ARC. This capabil-,
ity assured that proper inlet performance waa achieved at comparable correct-
ed speed points for each configuration. M ht static pressure taps at dour
axial and four circumferential locations were monitored during the testing.
These inputs were utilized in the computations of throat Mach number with
analytically derivad equations to permit this on-line, steady-statap data-
a	 ..L +^ a. -
	 ..	 .. ^  
	 h h ry } d	 [	 y+ 1+r1	 r, Tt 0 -F
	 & A "n ers-4d .ct^i on cap"abri 4it . This ii form6atioM.E wan. obtg ap±ifnad prix t an.., as.r .. a s -- ^h
acoustic test point along with computations of corrected fan speed, inlet
airflow, and fan pressure ratio. Table 7 is a summary of the test parameters.
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j4*2#3 Inlet Wall Static pressure Dintr ution
The Inlet Walla Were 14011 instrumented with static pressure taps as
described in Section 3,5.4. Thece taps served to monitor the proper aoro,*
dynamic operation on the Internal lip and in the diffusing seationt Plots
of the curvcd and canted InIn Xach number distributions for various core
rooted airg lori conditions arcs proacated is Figures 26 and 27. A compar-
ison of the curved and canted inlet wall Mach number distributions vorsus
axiaymmatria projections of the Stream Tuba Curvature (STC) program are
is presented in Vigure, 28,
4.2.4 Inlet 11all Circumferential Static Pressure Distortion
The circumferential static pressure diotortion (SPD) vas monitored at
eight equally spaced static pressure taps 6.73 cm, (2.65 in * ) upstream of
the fan faoa. The static to total pressure ratio from these taps is pro-
canted in Figures 29 and 30 for the canted and curved diffusing 4ulau cases.
A significant difference is indicated in theseresults-, the curved Inlet
displayed a large reduction in	 lcircumferentiadistortion as anaci
A specific comparison of the canted and curved inlets Is shown In Figure 31for a corrected engine speed of approximately 12,000 rpm; this corresponds
to a fan tip speed of 336 m/s (1100 ft/s),
The results of this distortion may al  be ex"prou-s-Od in torms of -a
distortion parameter as shown in Figure 32. The crow ►hatched areas repre-
sent the data obtained from the wind tunnel test program, while the symbols
represent posttest derivations of the anticipated results using a GE three-
dimensional flow computation computer code. General agrearlant in distortion
trend with inlet configuration is shown.
4.3 TEST ENVIRONMENT INFLUENCE ON INLET ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS
The environment in which an engine is tested influences the noise genera-
tion process and may affect other aspects of noise propagation and radiationion
processes. These influences cause differences in the measured noise and are
central to the issue of what test environment can be utilized to successfully
simulate flight conditions *
 The outdoor testing in this program utilized a
turbulence control structure (TCS) which was installed to alleviate the prob-
lem of Long, coherent, turbulent eddies interacting with the fan. This inter-
action process is attributed to the production of noise that contaminates the:
far-field noise measurements and renders them nonrepresentative of flight
acoustic characteristics. A more detailed understanding of this interaction
process was sought as a part of this program.
The simulation of a flight environment is provided by the NASA-ARC
40 x_80 wind tunnel testing. In this environment the turbulence interaction
is alleviated by the tunnel's forward velocity which is believed to accurately
simulate flight aerodynamics $
 thereby reproducing an environment conducive to
obtaining flight-quality acoustic measurements. Thus, the 40 x 80 testing was
performed such that selected results of these tests could be compared to those
•	 4
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Figure 32, Static Pressure Distortion Based on the Ames Inlet Stadies,
obtained statically outdoors using the TCS. This comparison forms the basis
of an assessment of how well outdoor static testing with a TCS can reproduce
the flight simulation of the ARC 40 x 80 wind tunnel.
4.3.1 Effects of Turbulence Control Structure on Inlet Radiated Noise
During the outdoor phase of the test program, a TO was utilized. This
device shown in Figure 16 was installed to break up elongated eddies due to
random atmospheric turbulence which is stretched as it accelerates through
the inlet during static testing. These eddies are believed to produce strong
fan blade loading distortions which generate tonal noise.
An area of concern was the attachment of the TCS to the inlet, since the
boundary layer turbulence is hypothesized to be a sensitive noise source meoha"
nism due to its interaction with the fan blade tips. For this reason, a re-
verse cone was designed to aerodynamically simulate the inflow characteristics
achieved in the wind tunnel with the flight lip configuration. Thus, the TCS
was mated to the inlet using the reverse cone assembly shown in Figure- 15.
This attachment ensured the boundary Layer flow would be minimally disturbed
by the introduction of the TCS.
A measure of the success of the TCS in accomplishing the goals outlined
is provided by comparing back-to-back runs of the same engine configuration
48
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displayed in terms of 1?N4 amnd 4ASFl ► for subsonic, transonic, and supersonic
fan tip speedsin Figures 33 and $4, The scaled SpF I/3-octave results aro
also presented in Figure 36,
Substantial differences are observed in the subsonic and transonic- cases,
with the supersonic ease producing less dlfferance In the PNL and OASPL
results. The 113"octave results indicate the prinat^-,4 cause for the noise
differences as the BPF tonal oompcnent. Its inf:lta 	 has 	 been diminished by
the installation of the TCS at the subsonic and transonic speed points.
Comparative, 25 Hz bandwidth spectra are presented for three speed points
at the 30 9 , 50 9 , and 70° angles in Figures 36, 37, and 33. These narro;4 and
plots also indicate that the observed spectral differences principally occur
in the tonal, components, reaffirming the results of Reference 9. Using the
normalized narrowband differencing procedure described in Section 4,1,4, the
level differences for selected angles are noted in Figure 39. only slight
nontonal differences are observed at frequencies below 5 kHz# But when the
wavelength becomes comparable to the honeycomb size of the TCS at higher
frequencies, greater differences are observed The initial suggestion is
that the TCS may create a transmission loss device t5 these frequency compo"
nents, An alternate explanation is that the turbulence spectrum is altered
by the introduction of the TCS, thereby affecting the broadband noise genera-
tion process as well as the tone noise generation process.
The resolution of these differences can only be answered by detailed
studies involving hot Film probes in the inlet and calibrated sound-source
TCS testing. However, some preliminary findings based. on the use of a single-
element hot film are displayed in Figure 40. This figu r e presents the turbu-
lance spectrum results from a series of independent measurements performed 	 I
with and without the TCS using the hot-film probe system described in Section
3.5.4. it is noted from this figure thatthe higher fre quency broadband
turbulence components are greater with TCS installed, in addition to the
dramatic reduction in the tone influencing low-frequency turbulence compo-
nents similar to the results of Reference 10 This finding gives credence to
the suggestion that the TCS may impose a transmission loss which is further
	 r
reinforced by the work reported in Reference ll, it should be noted that the
hot film results are only of the axial turbulence component; the transverse
turbulence components also need to be evaluated such as in the analytical
studies of Reference 12, to obtain: a complete characterization of the noise
generation process. Figure 41 details the lame tonal differences of up to
20 dB observed in Figure 39. The results indicate the angular distribution
	 k
of energy for TCS and non-TCS cases. Observing that the peak lobular loca-
tions are unaltered when using the TOS, the conclusion is reached that no
significant redirection of sound energy is caused by its installation.
^E
4.3.2 Comparison of Outdoor Static and Find Tunnel. Test Results
A direct comparison of outdoor, static with TCS and wind tunnel (80 knots)
tests of an equivalent engine configuration is presented using narrowband
spectra at various angles. Figures 42, 43, and 44 present these comparisons
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for the hard-wall straight diffusing inlet condition, and in igures 45
through 47, similar results are presented for the curved diffusing treated
inlet. These two test configurations wore common to both the wind tunne l and
outdoor test programs. Utilizing the normalized narrowband differencing
technique, Figure 48 shown that the wind tunnel spectral rasults are considerably
higher in the first 500 liz of the spectrum due to wind tunnel background,
then slightly higher in broadband level at angles other than 30°. On the
basis of the wand tunnel-to-static coordinate transformation formulas (refer
to Section 4.1) 0
 the anticipated result is that the wind tunnel data should
be on the order of 1 dB lower than the static results, however, as was noted
previously, a dynamic effect correction was not included, The conventionally
applied dynamic-effect correction is given by laquation 3.
Dynamic Effect Increment g 
-40 Log [1 - M - cos ^J
	 (3)
By applying Equation 3 in conjunction with Equations 1 and 2, the incra»
meats presented in Table 8 are anticipated, independent of frequency. The
results in Figure 48 indicate the wind tunnel results ara typically 1 to 3 dB
higher at the 50 0
 and 70° angles. Unfortunately, a direct comparison of a
wind tunnel. run to a non-TCS run is riot possible, yet these results tend to
reinforce the conclusion that a small but non-negligible transmission loss
may be attributed to the utilization of the TCS. The implication is that
more testing needs be done to (1) determine if the TCS does induce a trans-
mission loss which is angularly dependent or (2) if the dynamic effect cor-
rections need modifications in order to appropriately account for the differ-
ences. Only Might testing can resolve the adequacy of the dynamic correc-
tion formulas.
Table 8, Projected Noise Dif2erences - Wind Tunnel Minus Static,
Angle,
degrees
Coordinate A,
dB
Dynamic A,
dB
Total. A,
dB
10 -1.1 +2.1 +1.0
20 -1.0 +2.0 +1.0
30 ^-0.9 x-1.9 +1.0
40 -0.8 +1.6 +0.8
50 -0.7 *1.4 +0`.7
60 -0.5 +1.0 +0. 5
70
-0.3 +0.7 *0.4
80 -0.2 *0.4 +0.2
90 --0.0 +0 0
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The comparisons presented in Figure 48 are inappropriatt, to evaluate
tonal differences. Therefore, BPF directivities are compared in Figures 49
and 50. The results indicate a general agreev ent in the sound pressure
level, unlike the 10-15 dB discrepancies previously encountered without the
TCl! in Reference 1. however, the angular distribution of energy is not in
good agreement, particularly in the 60° to 70° range which is extremely
important in terms of sideline noise. These differences indicate that inlet
flow effects may influence the directivity patterns more than previously
anticipated, and this feature, in conjunction with inlet geometry, needs to
be evaluated for projections of static noise data to flight.
4.4 FAN OPERATING LINE INFLUENCE ON INLET ACOUSTIC CHARACTERIST108
The operating line on which the engine operates produces an effect on
the fan broadband noise. This effect is well described by Reference 13 where
a correlation to angle of incidence on the fan blade is documented. In this
test program, emphasis was placed on detecting tonal differences such that
much of the test program was run on the lower operating line (refer to
Figure 24) to reduce the relative broadband levels and better reveal the
tonal characteristics. This is particularly true for the treated inlet cases
where the effectiveness of the treatment made analyeis of the fan tonal con-
tributions on the elevated or design operating line more difficult.
The broadband effect was demonstrated to follow the trends of Refer-
ence 14, while the tonal contributions were also impacted by this alteration
of the fan operating line. The effect on the tonal contributions may be
viewed in terms of the propagation of various duct modes. The determination
of modal cut-off frequencies needs to ba considered in terms of the axial Mach
number influence. A plot of the cut-on duct mode map is displayed in Fig-
ure 51. The aerodynamic,measurements described in Section 4.2 were utilized
as input in the computation of this modal coupling map. To the left of the
lines graphed, pressure patterns generated at the fan face are exponentially
attenuated and do not propagate as was shown in Reference 7. But to the
right, the duct would allow these pressure patterns to be transmitted forward
without exponential attenuation in the absence of acoustic treatment on the
duct walls. Hence, even in a hard-walled duct, significant differences in
the propagating modes may be created by the operating line influence as shown
in Figure 51. Note that the lower operating line that generates less broad-
band noise produces more propagational duct modes at a given corrected engine
speed conditions Thus, if fan interaction is producing patterns with
these characteristics, the potential for higher modally generated fan tone
noise exists. This effect was investigated as part of the test program.
4.4.1 Straight Hard-wall Diffusing Inlet
A test of the effect that the fan operating line has on the system noise
parameters for a straight diffusing hard-wall inlet was performed at the NASA-
ARC outdoor test site. The tests were performed back-to-back with the TCS
installed in order to control, the turbulence-related tonal components as dis-
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cussed previously. The scaled PNL and OASPL results are presented for sub-
sonic, transonic, and supersonic fan tip speed points in Figures 52 and 53.
The forward quadrant noise levels are noted to be lowered fairly uniformly
independent of speed for the lowered operating line.
The upper operating line was generated by inserting a wedge-shaped
section at the inner diameter of the bypass duct acoustic treatment; conse-
quently, the aft quadrant results are biased by this effect. Analytical
estimates of an improvement in the operating line change indicate the broad-
band noise level change should be on the order of 2.7 dB independent of
angle. The forward quadrant results are of this order of magnitude.
Comparative 25 Hz bandwidth narrowband results are presented in Fig-
ures 54, 55, and 56. These figures show the dominant nature of the tonal
components when the fan operating line is lowered and the broadband noise
level is reduced. The results demonstrate the practicality of carrying out
the major portion of the test program on the lowered operating line to detect
the detailed nature of various inlet changes on the tonal components.
4.4.2 Curved Treated Diffusing Inlet
Results similar to those determined for the straight hard-wall diffusing
inlet were measured for operating line changes associated with the curved
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treated diffusing inlet case in the wind tunnel. The scaled PNL and OA PL
results are shown in Figures 57 and 58 with actual narrowband spectral infor-
mation presented in Figures 59, 60, and 61. The normalized spectral differ-
ences are presented in Figure 62 where forward quadrant differences are about
3 dB independent of engine speed.
The tonal differences are shown in Figure 63 using a BPF directivity for-
mat. These plots indicate that at lower subsonic speeds the lower operating
line produces less tonal noise; however, at the transonic speed the lower
operating line yields a higher tonal contribution consistent with the duct
modes in the engine speed region being cut on for the lowered operating line
but cut off for the design operating line.
4.5 SUPPRESSION EFFECTS ON INLET RADIATED FAN NOISE
The major suppression effect investigated during the conduct of this test
program was the inlet acoustic suppression attributable to acoustic treatment
in the diffusing section of the inlet. The treatment utilized, and described
in Section 3.0, was selected to be effective in suppressing the Fan BPF tonal
component. The other inlet suppression effect studied to a lesser degree was
the acceleration suppression achieved by the diffusing nature of the inlet.
4.5.1 Inlet Treatment
The effectiveness of the inlet treatment on system noise parameters is
displayed in Figures 64 and 65. The treatment was designed to be most ei ec-
tive in attenuating the sideline propagation of fan tone noise. This is best
demonstrated at the supersonic speed where differences of 5 PNdB are noted in
the 60° to 90° angular range. At subsonic and transonic speed points, differ-
ences of 3 PNdB are typical in this sideline angular range.
Although the system noise suppressions displayed are rather modest, the
impact on the fan tone noise was substantially greater. Narrowband spectra
are shown in Figures 66, 67, and 68 where the impact on the ton:_) is illu-
strated. Utilizing the normalized :xarrowband differencng technique, described
in Section 4.1.4, typical narrowband spectral differences at selected angles
are seen in Figure 69. The effectiveness of the acoustic treatment is appar-
ent from the results displayed in this manner.
The BPF directivities for the untreated and treated cases are displayed
in Figure 70. The sideline attenuation effectiveness is dramatically demon-
strated by these plots, as up to 20 dB tonal suppression is observed in the
60° to 90° angular range.
4.5.2 Inlet Acceleration Suppression
The suppression attainable due to inlet flow acceleration effects are
examined in Figures 71, 72, and 73. These figures present the scaled PNL,
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Figure 60. Comparison of Narrowband Spectra for Two Fan Operating
Lines at Transonic Tip Speed (Concluded).
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Figure 66. Comparison of Narrowband Spectra for Treated and Hard-
Wall Configurations at Subsonic Tip Speed (Continued).
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Figure 67. Comparison of Narrowband Spectra for Treated and Hard-
Wall Configurations at Transonic Tip Speed (Continued).
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Wall Configurations at Supersonic Tip Speed.
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OASPL, and BPF 1/3-octave results at comparable speed points for cylindrical
and diffusing hard-wall inlets. No differences are observed at lower subsonic
fan tip speeds. However, at supersonic fan tip speeds consistent with throat
Mach numbers greater than 0.56, a difference on the order of 2 dB is observed.
This result is consistent with the earlier findings in Reference 1, which
demonstrated significant flow acceleration suppression effects at throat Mach
numbers in the 0.62 range.
4.6 INLET DESIGN INFLUENCE ON ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS
Typical wing-mounted aircraft engines possess inlets that are canted
downward relative to the rotational axis of the engine.	 This canting im-
proves the installed aerodynamic performance of the engine, although it
creates a circumferentially nonuniform static pressure distribution at the
rotor face. The acoustic impact of this static pressure distortion, and its
dependence on the Flow turning in the inlet diffusing section, was investi-
gated as part of this test program. Three inlets were tested to perform this
aosessment: a straight diffusing inlet, a conventionally canted inlet, and
an inlet aerodynamically designed to reduce fan face static pressure distor-
tion yet achieve the performance benefits of a canted inlet (i.e., a curved
centerline inlet).
4.6.1 Comparison of Canted and Straight 'Inlet Acoustic Results
The results of earlier testing using a canted cylindrical inlet were re-
ported in References 1 and 2. Two distinct differences between this test pro-
gram and the former testing should be noted. One difference is that the latter
testing utilized a diffusing inlet design [refer to Figure 7(a)) typical of
conventional commercial engines rather than the nondiffusing cylindrical inlet
geometry used in the previous test series shown in Figure 74. The other major
difference is that testing was performed using an acoustically treated inlet
as opposed to the untreated inlet. The prior results (sce Figure 75) ind'
cated a large increase in the sideline-radiated BPF 1/3-octave band noise for
the canted cylindrical inlet relative to the straight cylindrical inlet. This
increase occurred in the high subsonic and transonic speed ranges and was
attributed to the static pressure distortion at the fan face. Refer to Figure
74(b). The reason this increase occurs at only these speeds is associated
with the circumferential distortion, measured using wall static pressure taps,
which induced a l/rev Fan blade loading functional generating a 27th order
duct mode. The 27th duct mode becomes propagational at this high subsonic/
transonic speed range as shown in Figure 51. It is postulated that as the
fan tip speed becomes more supersonic, the rotor alone potential field becomes
a substantially stronger noise source and masks the distortion noise making
the BPF 1/3-octave band directivities comparable again.
Results of the straight and canted diffusing inlets are also presented
in Figure 75 at similar fan speed ranges to those of the earlier tests. These
results indicate substantially less difference in this high subsonic/transonic
speed range. The diffusing treated results also are significantly lower than
;i
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the nondiffusing hard -wall case as was reviewed in Section 4.5 dealing with
inlet suppression. Hence, the treatment is believed responsible for the alle-
viation of the substantial noise increase attributable to canting the inlet.
Note that the static pressure distortion of the canted diffusing geometry was
of the same order of magnitude as the canted cylindrical geometry shown in
Figures 74(b) and 30.
Narrowband results for the earlier canted inlet tests in the high sub-
sonic/transonic fan tip speed are displayed in Figure 76. Similar comparative
narrowband results for the straight and canted diffusing inlet geometries are
presented in Figures 77 to 79. The narrowband tonal results represent single-
point angular measuremets; thus, better definition of the angular distri-
bution of tonal energy is obtained using the traverse microphone data in con-
junction with a tracking filter tuned to the BPF tone.
Figure 80 presents the BPF directivities' various engine speed points
for the diffusing inlets. These results were obtained using a 50-Hz band-
width tracking filter. This technique was chosen to present the data, since
the treatment effectiveness reported previously reduced tone levels so that
tonal contributions to the BPF 1/3-octave band (as in Figure 75) were typ-
ically negligible. The results in Figure 80 demonstrate a somewhat similar
trend to that formerly observee by the canted cylindrical testing. The noise
level increases in the 60° to 90° sideline sensitive region for tip speeds in
the transonic range. However, this region is also the region of peak acoustic
treatment effectiveness, hence, the impact of this distortion noise source
is greatly diminished. The peak sideline noiaia levels occur at much shallower
angles where lower-order duct modes unrelated to the static pressure distor-
tion would be increased. A study of the propagation of these lower-order
duct modes is discussed in Reference 15.
4.6.2 'Effect of Curved Inlet Design
The design premise of the curved inlet was to improve the fan face
static pressure distortion as previously discusserd. The aerodynamic improve-
ment achieved was reported in Section 4.2. Another indirect measure of the
potential abatement of this purported noise source mechanism are the enhanced
waveform results of the BMT's and their harmonic spectra. These results are
shown in Figure 81. The harmonic results for the first 50 contributions to
the shaft-related revolutions are presented in this figure. It is noted that
in the canted case, the 1/rev harmonic contribution is significantly higher
than the straight and curved cases. This result is also observed directly by
inspection of the waveforms displayed.
Another feature that is obvious from the waveforms is the importance of
the 6/rev harmonic component. This component is apparently attributable to a
six-strut assembly which forms the structural main frame, and provid,as a
strong potential field seen by the rotor blades. The noise from this distor-
tion component was discussed in References 3 and 4. An interesting result is
observed with regard to the 6/rev component. The inlet geometry appears to
{
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Figure 78. Comparison of Canted and Straight Diffusing Treated Inlet
Narrowband Spectra at Transonic Tip Speed.
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disrupt the uniformity of its waveform as further noted by the reduced har-
monic amplitudes in the carved and canted cases compared to the straight
inlet case,
The 'variation of various BMT harmonic components with engine speed is
displayed in Figure 82 for the canted and curved inlet cases. The results
were obtained tracking the output of the BMT G signal during an, engine speed
acceleration. This inboard location was chosen for presentation since its
enhanced and averaged spectral components for these harmonics were the same.
At other BMT's closer to the tip, differences of greater than 12 dB were ob-
served between canted and curved 1/rev components compared to the 7 dB in
the BMT G case. The second harmonic is also noted to be higher for the canted
case with the 6/rev contributicn fairly similar.
More detailed studies are needed to quantify the 6/rev contribution
since the outboa',a transducers and waveforms did indicate differences as
shown in Figure 81.
Comparative scaled PNL and OASPL results for typical subsonic and tran-
sonic Fan tip speed ranges are exhibited in Figures 83 and 84. The results
ind1wite a systematic reduction in acoustic emission among the canted, curved,
and straight treated diffusing inlets. The improvement is not always directly
attributable to the scaled BPF 1/3=octave band as shownin F bigure 85. net0i'?s
of the narrowband spectra for the curved and canted inlets are shown in Fig-
ures 86 through 89 for outdoor testing on the design operating line. Th
lowered operating line results can be compared using Figures 59-61 and "j' 't'-79.
The comparison of the canted and curved inlet BPF directivities measured
in the wind tunnel is accomplished using Figures 63 and 80. The results *; £i
relatively small differences in the 60°-90° sideline region with the curved
inlet producing lower levels at the transonic speed point. The curved inlet
did produce higher tone levels to the 10°-40° region at the transonic speed
point.
The outdoor BPF tonal components are again compared using a 50-Hz track-
ing filter technique with the results presented in Figure 89. No systematic
trends are observed to suggest the dominance of a part.,ular BMT harmonic
component or duct mode. Generally, the 60°-90° sideline region is composed
of a broader lobe in the canted case and more well defined multiple lobes in
the curved case. This finding suggests the propagation of lower order modes
in the curved case and higher order modes in the canted case.
The effect of small angle of attack changes on the curved inlet BPF were
relatively insignificant. Figure 90 exhibits the differences in BPF direc-
tivities for 0° and 5° angles of attack at an engine speed of 12,000 rpm.
The results are also indicative of the reproducibility the wind tunnel direc-
tivity patterns exhibit during repeats of the same test condition.
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Figure 87. Comparison of Canted and Curved Diffusing Inlet Narrow-
Band Spectra at Transonic Tip Speed (Continued).
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Band Spectra at Supersonic Tip Speed.
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Figure 90. Curved Diffusing Treated Inlet BPF Directivity Pattern.
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This report is comparative in nature because the data analyses were per-
formed to detect differences between configurations as opposed to the objec-
tive of determining absolute values such as in the certification of an air-
craft engine configuration for use in commercial service. This perspective
aligns with the research orientation of the test program and allows specific
comparative conclusions to be reached. The general areas on which specific
comments are made coincide with the topics discussed in the last four sub-
sections of Section 4.0.
5.1 FAN NOISE TESTING TECHNIQUES
Ground-based static testing without a turbulence control device has been
shown by many investigators, and reaffirmed in this study, to produce fan tone
levels much higher than those measured using a turbulence control device. The
use of a Turbulence Control Structure (TCS) in the static test program defi-
nitely reduced the fan noise level.; however, the question of how well the TCS
performs in the area of reproducing an accurate flight turbulence environment
A	 1.{L	
transmi ss
i
on . 	 ..L	 L L. .`^l70rGllia ins• A% V, the issue of 	 loss I.urough the Lvo is raised as a
result of some differences observed in comparative broadband spectra. At fre-
quencies above 5 kHz, broadband levels differ by the order of 1 to 4 dB be-
tween TCS and non-TCS runs, with the greater differences occurring at higher
frequencies.
A comparison of the wind tunnel test results to those derived out-of-
doors with the TCS forms a basis for assessing how well the outdoor testing
with the TCS matches the acoustics measurements obtained in the 40 x 80 at a
tunnel velocity of 80 knots. This comparison at various engine speeds indi-
cates that the broadband noise levels measured in the wind tunnel are higher
than those obtained outdoors using the TCS. The increase is of the order of
1 to 3 dB and is not well accounted for by the theories dealing with the wind
tunnel to static transformations. The increase in noise levels can in part be
ascribed to a term called "dynamic effect." This finding provides a direct
impact on how well dynamic effect corrections are utilized in making static-
to-flight projections which can only be answered by flight testing. Should
the flight data reproduce the wind tttnnel data, then new dynamic-effect cor-
rections to static data need to be applied to adequately and accurately esti-
mate flight noise levels from statically measured noise quantities.
Although the integrated level of the BPF ,tone with the TCS installed is
in relative agreement with the wind tunnel results, fundamental diff erenee_
occur in the angular distribution of the tonal energy.
A comparison of BPF tonal directivities suggests that redirection of the
tonal sound energy is not directly associated with the use of the TCS. How-
ever, the flow-field and lip shape differences between the outdoor static and
171
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the wind tunnel configurations may cause more redistribution of sound energy
than previously thought. The test results indicate that additional field
testing of TCS devices with calibrated sources in flow environments should be
accomplished along with theoretical studies which incorporate lip shape and
flow-field effects into the problem of tonal radiation from ducts to assist in
the resolution of these differences.
5.2 FAN OPERATING LINE ACOUSTIC CONSIDERATIONS
The testing of the JT15D on two operating lines demonstrated the impor-
tance of this aerodynamic parameter in performing acoustic measurements. At
comparable corrected speed points, broadband noise differences of approxi-
mately 3 dB were measured as the fan's design operating line was reduced as
shown in Figure 24. In addition, significant tonal differences were noted
which could be attributed to the duct modal propagation effects.
5.3 INLET SUPPRESSION EFFECTS
The utilization of an advanced bulk absorber treatment design in a con-
ventional aircraft inlet application was successfully demonstrated. Suppres-
sions of up to 20 dB in the sideline fan BPF directivity pattern were measured
at certain engine speeds. The design was based on the duct modal propagation
concept; thus, the treatment's effectiveness gives enhanced credibility to
this theory of treatment design. The testing of the fan in environments where
turbulence was controlled to the extent that lobular BPF directivity patterns
were obtained also establishes renewed faith in some of the earlier theories
dealing with modal radiation.
5.4 INLET AEROACOUSTIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The aerodynamic superiority of the curved inlet concept over the canted
inlet concept for reducing static pressure distortion was clearly demonstrated.
This improvement of up to 12 dB in the blade-measured, 1/rev dynamic pressure
component did not produce a substantial acoustic benefit in the BPF far-field 	 n
tonal directivity pattern. The apparent reason for this minimal benefit is the
treatment effectiveness which suppressed the sideline acoustic radiation of 	 9
high-order modal patterns such as those generated by the 1/rev static pressure
distortion. Another interesting aeroacoustic phenomenon appeared as a result
of the testing: The forward acoustic radiation at shallow angles actually in-
creased as a result of using the curved inlet. Observation of the BMT result- 	 i
ant enhanced waveforms, and spectra showed that the 6/rev component was some-
what disrupted by the static pressure distortion imposed from the canted inlet,
thereby diminishing its harmonic amplitude. So if the 6/rev component is a
strong contributor to the BPF far-field radiation pattern, as has been sug-
gested by other investigators, then the higher acoustic levels measured with
`	 the curved inlet at some speeds are potentially attributable to this source
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mechanism. Attempts to isolate such an effect during the course of this pro-
gram were limited, and more in-depth studies should be performed using computer
software specifically designed to evaluate this effect. The information con-
tained on the BMT's may be a useful tool in this evalution.
The overall conclusion in the area'of aeroacoustic design is that the
curved diffusing treated inlet demonstrated improvements on the order of only
1 PNdB over the canted diffusing treated inlet in high subsonic speed ranges
typical of a high-flap landing approach condition. The use of the curved in-
let concept, coupled with the advanced bulk absorber concept, effectively
eliminated the high sideline acoustic levels reported previously in the un-
treated nondiffusing canted case. A tradeoff between the use of the curved
inlet concept and the shorter treated inlet design may be available as a re-
sult of this finding. The inlet design apparently impacted other aeroacous-
tically related quantities as indicated by the alteration in the pan-blade-
measured 6/rev component attributed to the potential field from the six engine
support struts.
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